THE "OWL" CALENDAR AND THREE BIRTHDAY CARDS

FRETWOOD AND FITTINGS.
For making up the above a parcel of Whitewood and Satin Walnut for Overlays is supplied.
1/6 post free 1/10.
FITTINGS. Calendar Pad No. 6154 and a pair of Owl's Eyes, 6d. post free 6d.
Complete parcel of wood and fittings 2/2 post free.
The above prices are subject to alteration without notice.

TO WISH YOU A HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Greeting Card. Cut from 1/2in. wood. Form a backing for it by drawing round the outline on to 1/2in. wood and cutting out.

BACRTHDAY GREETINGS

Overlay for Calendar.
Cut out 1/2in.
Doted lines give position of overlay which is to be glued on. Two glass Owl's eyes to be fixed by wire to back.

A piece of Japanese Vener or tinted paper would show the owl up well if glued behind in this space.

Note: This design sheet is only presented free with the current issue of Hobbies and not with back numbers. Further copies may be obtained.
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